
 

 

Feminist Interdisciplinary Histories and Methods (WST 600)* 
Prof. Lisa Diedrich 

Spring 2022 | Mon 1-3:50 
Office hours: M 4-5 & W 2:30-4:30 (or by appointment) 

Lisa.Diedrich@stonybrook.edu  
 
Rather than begin with an exploration of “the” feminist methodology in Women’s, 
Gender, and Sexuality Studies, or an account of “the” history of feminism, this course 
will explore what counts as “history,” as “method,” and as “evidence” in feminist 
scholarship. Since its emergence as a distinct knowledge project within the academy, 
feminism has sought to raise questions about how we know what we know, who gets to 
speak and for whom, and what are legitimate objects of study and fields of inquiry. Our 
goal will not be to seek answers to these (and other) questions, but to trace some of the 
ways in which feminist scholars have sought to intervene in debates about both the 
what and how of knowledge production in its many (inter-trans-multi-)disciplinary 
forms. A central part of the feminist project has been an engagement in self-reflexive 
questioning of the status, history, theories, methods, attachments, and aspirations of 
feminist scholarship. This course will continue that practice. To that end, students are 
encouraged to engage with the material with their own projects in mind, and to reflect 
on the histories and methods they are drawn to, intellectually and affectively, in their 
own work.  
 
Course texts: 
 
§ Assia Djebar, Fantasia: An Algerian Cavalcade (New York: Heinemann, 1993).  
§ Saidiya Hartman, Wayward Lives, Beautiful Experiments (New York: W.W. Norton, 

2020). 
§ Katherine McKittrick, Dear Science and Other Stories (Durham and London: Duke 

University Press, 2021). 
§ Max Liboiron, Pollution Is Colonialism (Durham and London: Duke University Press, 

2021). 
§ Jennifer Nash, Black Feminism Reimagined (Durham and London: Duke University 

Press, 2019). 
§ Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On Blackness and Being (Durham and London: Duke 

University Press, 2016). 
§ Carolyn Kay Steedman, Landscape for a Good Woman (New Brunswick: Rutgers 

University Press, 1987). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
* Background image: Adrian Piper, “Drawings about Paintings and Writing about Words #5,” 
1967. 



 

 

Course schedule: 
 
Jan 24: Introductions: key thinkers, concepts, methods 
 
Jan 31: Key terms and concepts (History + Philosophy): genealogy + “experience” 
§ Michel Foucault, “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History,” in Language, Counter-Memory, 

Practice: Selected Essays and Interviews, trans. by Donald F. Bouchard and Sherry 
Simon (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1977): 139-164. (BB) 

§ Joan W. Scott, “The Evidence of Experience,” in Critical Inquiry 17:4 (summer 1991), 
pp 773-797 (BB) 

 
Feb 7: Key terms and concepts (Cultural Studies): structures of feeling + thievery 
§ Raymond Williams, “Structures of Feeling,” in Marxism and Literature (Oxford and 

New York: Oxford University Press, 1977): 128-135. (BB) 
§ Stuart Hall, “Cultural Studies and Its Theoretical Legacies,” in David Morley and 

Kuan-Hsing Chen, eds. Critical Dialogues in Cultural Studies (New York: Routledge, 
1996): 261-274.  

§ Charlotte Brundson, “A Thief in the Night: Stories of Feminism in the 1970s at 
CCCS,” 275-285. Pdf available at: 
https://filsafattimur.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/critical-dialogues-in-cultural-
studies.pdf 

 
Feb 14: Histories of a concept: Categorical catachresis 
“That life is complicated is a fact of great analytic importance.”—Patricia Williams 
§ Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” in Patrick Williams and 

Laura Chrisman, eds. Colonial Discourse and Post-Colonial Theory: A Reader (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1994): 66-111. (BB) 

§ Patricia J. Williams, “On Being the Object of Property,” in Signs 14:1(Autumn 1988): 
5-24 (BB) 

 
Feb 21: Histories and futures of a concept: Intersectionality and after  
“[T]he task of tracing black feminism’s multiple and heterogeneous political traditions 
is of the utmost importance in a moment in which black feminist labor is increasingly 
reduced to the status of a relic because of its affiliation with intersectionality’s 
identitarian work.”—Jennifer Nash, Black Feminism Reimagined 
 
Feb 28: Methods: Wake work 
“In short, I mean wake work to be a mode of inhabiting and rupturing this episteme 
with our known lived and un/imaginable lives.”—Christina Sharpe, In the Wake: On 
Blackness and Being 
 
Mar 7: Case Study: Literature/colonialism as object 
“[A] very special kind of spelaeology.”—Assia Djebar, Fantasia: An Algerian Cavalcade  
 
Mar 14: Spring break  
 
 
 



 

 

Methods: Method-making 
Mar 21: “I present Dear Science as a series of stories as a way to hold on to the rebellious 
methodological work of sharing ideas in an unkind world.”—Katherine McKittrick, 
Dear Science and Other Stories 
 
Methods: Foregrounding anticolonial Land relations 
Mar 28: “I show how methodologies—whether scientific, writerly, readerly, or 
otherwise—are always already part of Land relations and thus are a key site in which to 
enact good relations (sometimes called ethics).”—Max Liboiron, Pollution Is Colonialism 
Max Liboiron will join our class by zoom as part of HISB’s Pressing Matters series 
 
Apr 4: Methods: Practices of psychoanalytics + paranoid and reparative reading 
“It is not an arrival but a departure, not a goal but a process, and it conduces to neither 
an answer nor a ‘cure,’ because it is not engendered in formulae and prescriptions.”—
Hortense Spillers 
§ Hortense Spillers, “‘All the Things You Could Be by Now If Sigmund Freud's Wife 

was Your Mother’: Psychoanalysis and Race,” Critical Inquiry 22 (Summer 1996): 710-
734. (BB) 

§ Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading, or, You’re So 
Paranoid, You Probably Think This Essay Is About You,” Touching Feeling (Durham 
and London: Duke University Press, 2002). (BB) 

 
Apr 11: Case Study: Memoir/class as object 
“This book is about lives lived out on the borderlands, lives for which the central 
interpretative devices of the culture don’t quite work.”—Carolyn Kay Steedman, 
Landscape for a Good Woman 
 
Apr 18: Methods: Critical fabulation, or troubling the line between history and 
imagination 
“Wayward: the unregulated movement of drifting and wandering; sojourns without a 
fixed destination, ambulatory possibility, interminable migrations, rush and flight, 
black locomotion; the everyday struggle to live free.”—Saidiya Hartman, Wayward 
Lives, Beautiful Experiments 
 
Apr 25: Case Study: Film/sexuality as object 
“Sometimes you have to create your own history.”—Cheryl Dunye 
Elizabeth Freeman, “Packing History, Count(er)ing Generations,” New Literary History 
31, no. 4 (Autumn 2000): 727-744. (BB)  
Shulie (Elizabeth Subrin, 1997) 
Watermelon Woman (Cheryl Dunye, 1996) 
If These Walls Could Talk 2 (Jane Anderson and Martha Coolidge, 2000) 
 
May 2:  
 “_____ as method” symposium and party = Lightning presentations (5 minutes—
that’s it!) 
 
 
 



 

 

 
 
Course requirements: 
 
1. Attendance and participation (or, transversal conversations): In order for this 
seminar to work, each of us needs to be an active participant in the work of the seminar! 
We will likely be a group from various disciplines and interdisciplines, and our objects 
of study and approaches to those objects will be disparate. This should provide a 
framework for lively debate. That debate needs to start with the texts themselves, which 
is what we will share (not our particular readings of them, but the simple fact of having 
read them). So, please read the texts closely, and be prepared to refer to them in our 
class discussions. 
 
2. Book reviews (or, inhabiting the thought of others): Each seminar participant will 
write 1000-word reviews of two of the texts we will read this semester. This may seem 
like a rather mundane task, but all scholarly work begins with the review of the work of 
others. The ability to review—which means to see again and reexamine, as well as to 
critically evaluate—is one skill you will constantly make use of as a scholar. Reviews 
are due on the day we discuss the text you review. Students will sign up in advance for 
texts to review; this will allow an equal distribution of reviewers across texts, and 
ensure that each week several students will be ready to help us inhabit the thought of 
others. Reviewers will be expected to help lead the seminar discussion. I encourage 
students to look at reviews in scholarly journals and more mainstream publications to 
get a sense of the form and different types of review. Some of you may choose articles to 
review: keep in mind that this too is an academic genre. 1000 words is a fairly standard 
length for a review, and so try to get as close as possible to this length. This is the 
challenge of reviewing: to synthesize the scope of an argument, highlight key 
interventions in a field or fields, and assess the merits of those interventions. 
 
3. “________ as method” (or, making a statement): This paper requires that you pose a 
single word or phrase as method, and then elaborate that phrase into a statement about 
feminist interdisciplinary methods. This project is an exercise in thought that should 
emerge out of this seminar, which means: although I want you to consider the course 
materials in relation to your own particular scholarly preoccupations, I will not accept 
papers that do not engage with the course materials in detail. Some questions to 
consider: What enlivens you intellectually and affectively in relation to your object of 
study and approach to that object? What are some key concepts that help to frame the 
way particular authors make their arguments? What is the shape/form/substance of 
your method? How does a particular thinker approach a particular research question or 
object? How do the methods of at least some of the thinkers we have read this semester 
help you frame your own thought, both with and against? How does this material 
contribute to and/or challenge the concepts and methods of your particular discipline?  
 
On Tuesday, May 2, each student will present their “_________ as method” statement in 
a lightning session. This means each of you will have 5 minutes to present your method. 
As in lightning sessions at conferences, timing will be strictly enforced. So, prepare for 5 
minutes and practice!  
 



 

 

Your “_________ as method” statement should be no more than 12 pages. Please submit 
this by email on May 9 before midnight. 
 
Grading policy: Since this is a seminar, active participation on a weekly basis is a 
necessary but not a sufficient condition for earning the highest grade (A). Your two 
book reviews will count for 30% of your grade, participation and lightning presentation 
30%, and “________ as method” statement 40%. 
 
 


